
Introduction

Many organizations utilize a pay structure comprising several contiguous and typically

overlapping salary bands as a framework for setting staff and management wages.

These frameworks enable simplification and stabilization of salary expectations while

simultaneously providing linkage to market compensation data. Although a simple

geometric progression of salary band midpoints is often assumed, construction of the

band structure often involves trial-and-error and piecewise fitting to accommodate realistic

data and organizational specialization. A more orderly sequential approach to salary

structure development, facilitated by JMP scripting, is presented here.

Data Collection and Preparation

Personnel job, level, and salary data were obtained from the State of Florida website

(www.dms.myflorida.com), along with a crosswalk table mapping most of those jobs to

Florida’s Standard Occupation Classification (SOC) based broadband designations.

Recent salary survey data by SOC code for Florida were obtained from the U.S. Bureau

of Labor Standards (BLS) website (www.bls.gov). Florida’s codes were updated to reflect

changes between the 2000 and 2010 versions of the SOC system. Represented

personnel and those unmatched in the crosswalk were omitted, leaving a total of 92,106

records distributed across 220 of the 803 listed SOC codes among all 22 major

occupational categories. A JMP script employing the Nonlinear platform was written to

enable interpolation of the BLS salary data as only six data are reported for each SOC:

the mean and the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentiles. The script optimizes the

parameters of the Normal, Threshold Weibull, and Johnson Sb and Su distributions and

selects the best fit by RMS error for each SOC code. The resulting aggregate RMS error

across the 220 relevant SOC codes was $618, or 1.1% of the mean annual salary of

$56,476.

Analysis

The salary data means by SOC and job level were fit to a band structure by three different

methods in succession, using the equation set depicted in Fig. 1. All were scripted to

utilize the Nonlinear platform. A structure of 17 bands was used, equivalent to a fixed

midpoint progression increment of 14.9% for the Florida data. The Future Value formula,

or constant geometric progression, was applied first. Next, a logarithmic fit was used with

the band designations determined by the fixed-increment progression. Finally, a variable-

increment geometric progression was used with the salary structure maximum and

minimum determined by the logarithmic fit, allowing the band designations to adaptively

vary. The varying structure in relation to the fitting parameter () renders a direct

nonlinear fit unstable. Therefore, the loss function was scanned across plausible

parameter values and the point of lowest observed error was used as the starting value

for the Nonlinear platform. The analysis was repeated for synthetic data with the same

average job level percentile differentials as the actual data, but targeted to average at the

30th and 70th percentiles of the BLS survey data in order to explore the impacts of differing

compensation policies on optimal band structure.

Figure 1. Equation set for salary band structure determinations. 

Results

The fixed and variable increment approaches yielded nearly identical results for the actual

Florida data (Figure 2). The optimal variable increment solutions diverged from unity  for

the synthetic data (Figure 3), however, in an opposing manner depending on targeted

percentile (Figure 4). These differences are substantial from an incremental perspective

(Figure 5).

Conclusions

The results above are all based on compensation data from a single organization that

fortuitously uses the SOC system, enabling market referencing without resort to

proprietary salary surveys. Consequently, they are indicative but not validated as

generally applicable. Nevertheless, on a tentative basis some constructive conclusions

can be made:

• A better fit between salary band structure and market reference data may sometimes

be obtained by allowing the midpoint progression rate to vary

• Given sufficient market reference data, the potential impacts of market salary

positioning options can be modeled

• The perceptual impacts of the variable-increment approach are sufficiently large that

the mathematically optimal approach should be considered in the context of the

organization’s culture and business needs
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Figure 2.  Salary band midpoints 

for Florida personnel data. 

Figure 3.  Impact of variable 

increment parameter on net loss.

Figure 4.  Salary band midpoints 

for synthetic data.

Figure 5.  Impact of midpoint 

calculation method on increment.
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